
MASK COMPARISON CHART

exterior layer
features antimicrobial 
copper technology 

PRODUCT CARE
machine wash cold, gentle cycle, tumble dry low 

SIZES
SML: 5 1/4" high; ideal for most youth
MED: 5 3/4" high; ideal for most adults
LRG: 6 1/4" high; ideal for adults with larger faces

no bleach, chlorine, or fabric softeners 
product lifecycle is 25 launderings

CONTENT

TM

mask exterior: copper polyster
mask interior: HEMP BLACK     / element polyester
mask straps: nylon/spandex  
(contents: 57% copper polyester, 33% HEMP BLACKTM / element polyester, 8% nylon, 2% spandex)

DISCLAIMER: FDA recognizes that, when alternatives, such as FDA-cleared face masks are unavailable, individuals, including healthcare professionals, might improvise 
Personal Protective Equipment. Our face masks are made with hemp flower extract and copper technology. Caution should be used as the capacity for protection is unknown.

AVAILABLE IN SML, MED, LRG

inner layer constructed with
HEMP BLACK TM / element
odor neutralizing technology

 

POWERED BY

AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL PHARMACY

advanced 3D engineered knit performance

knit-in comfort straps for extended wear

seamless stitch shaping techniques for contour fit

Understanding the difference 

*Price per day is based on average store and mask being worn for 6 months

3D knit multilayer reusable
fusion / FACE MASK

SURGICAL
MASK

STORE
BOUGHT
CLOTH MASK

fusion /
FACE MASK

REUSABLE

ODOR NEUTRALIZING

ANTIMICROBIAL EXTERIOR LAYER

SEAMLESS FIT

SUSTAINABLY SOURCED
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Copper-embedded fibers offer continuous product protection 
against bacterial growth. Unlike topically applied solutions, this 
durable copper technology does not wash or rub off.

FEATURES ANTIMICROBIAL COPPER TECHNOLOGY

Our patented process utilizes seed genetics, farms and 
manufacturing facilities in the United States to produce our full 
spectrum hemp extract. This extract, fused with advanced 
sustainable polymers, such as recycled polyester, creates a new 
proprietary technology of materials. The adaptive, strategically 
-engineered fiber derived from this process, HEMP BLACKTM /
element, delivers odor neutralizing performance.

ODOR NEUTRALIZING HEMP EXTRACT

The high-tech 3D manufacturing features lightweight construction 
and an optimal arrangement of fibers which enhances breathability 
and structure. This wrinkle-free composition produces no waste 
during manufacturing and retains shape wear after wear.

MULTILAYER 3D KNITTING PROTECTION

The Ananda Health fusion / FACE MASK is produced with seamless 
stitch shaping that contours for a custom fit and features knit-in 
stretch straps for enhanced comfort.

SEAMLESS FIT FOR COMFORT

Innovated in Philadelphia. Grown in Kentukcy. Engineered and 
produced in North Carolina. Our controlled domestic supply chain 
allows for a fast turnaround and the ability to continuously improve 
the fit, function and design.

100% MADE IN THE USA

The copper and HEMP BLACKTM / element are embedded into the 
core of the fibers, providing lasting antimicrobial and odor 
neutralizing properties that do not wash or rub off and are 
strongest within the first six months with weekly washing.

REUSABLE & MACHINE WASHABLE

Product Ananda Health fusion / FACE MASK
Variety Pack

6 1/4 high; ideal for adults with larger faces

Medium 5 3/4’’ high; ideal for most adults

Large

6’’ H x 8’’ w
One mask per package

3D knit multilayer reusable
fusion / FACE MASK

POWERED BY

DISCLAIMER: FDA recognizes that, when alternatives, such as FDA-cleared face masks are unavailable, individuals, including healthcare professionals, might improvise 
Personal Protective Equipment. Our face masks are made with hemp flower extract and copper technology. Caution should be used as the capacity for protection is unknown.

Small 5 1/4’’ high; ideal for most youth

Package 
Dimensions

(888) 388-1119 | orders@anandaprofessional.com
ORDER NOW:


